
HD INTERCOM
Platinum
combines innovative features with 
precision engineering

The Platinum video intercom is a cost-effective premium door 
entry solution providing HD colour resolution and modern 
monitor design with touch screen controls. The intuitive 
GUI allows for easy navigation of features such as internal 
communication, recording and monitoring of CCTV cameras. 

The metal IP65 rated 2MP door camera offers superior 
night vision due to the Crystal IR filters that enhance color 
during the day and improve brightness at night. It offers a 
remarkable 120-degree wide viewing angles both vertically 
and horizontally to help identify and clearly see who is at the 
front door. 

The keypad front door model allows you to open the gate with 
your very own personal password using the built-in keypad or 
with an RFID card reader which allows you to scan registered 

cards/tags for quick, secure access. No more worrying about 
misplaced keys or lockouts!

Our unique system gives you the ability to view, hear, and 
speak with anyone at your doorstep using your mobile or 
tablet thanks to the built in WIFI function. You can be out 
the back entertaining in the garden or upstairs looking after 
the kids and still be able to see, talk or release the front gate 
or door using the TUYA App. In case you missed a visitor, 
the monitor has a SD Card memory function which can store 
and take snapshots or record based on advanced motion 
detection or when a doorbell press is triggered. 

The Platinum intercom is the perfect 4 wire system to all 
modern homes for security and lifestyle.
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7” LCD HD MONITOR
Crystal clear 1024x880 HD display with touch screen and 
easy to follow GUI menu system.

EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
The monitor can support 6 monitors and 2x front door 
stations. All the monitors can see, hear, speak to the outdoor 
camera and unlock the door. Electronic locks can be added 
to give you more comprehensive protection for your home.

INTERCOMMUNICATION & CALL TRANSFER
When someone presses the doorbell, all the monitors will 
ring, you can answer and unlock the door with each monitor. 
All the monitors support call transfer or internal talk 
between indoor monitors.
WEATHER RESISTANT DOOR CAMERA
Front door housing made from an Anti-oxidation aluminium 
alloy panel that provides a comprehensive IP65 rating 
making it rainproof, dustproof and even anti-vandal proof. 

SUPERIOR IR NIGHTVISION WITH 2MP (1080P) WIDE 
ANGLE CAMERA
A 2MP (FULL HD) resolution wide angle camera (120°) 
comes equipped with the front door unit. It is built with IR 
CUT and IR LEDS for better night vision. There are two 
crystal IR filters, one dedicated to color correction during 
the day while the other is used for enhancing the brightness 
at night.

MULTI LANGAUGE OSD MENU
The System supports English, Russian, French, Spanish, 
German and Chinese. 
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ANSWER, TALK, MONITOR & RECORD THE DOOR 
USING THE TUYA APP
You can see, hear and speak to anyone at the front of your 
door from anywhere using the TUYA app app.  You can even 
Leave a Message so when a visitor comes by and you are 
not home, the call panel automatically prompts the visitor to 
leave a message after 30s-120s of ringing. The master unit 
then records the file and saves it for later playback.

INTELLGENT MOTION AND MEMORY RECORDING 
WITH MICRO SD CARD & TUYA CLOUD
When a motion detect or doorbell press is triggered, the 
device will start a recording or capture a picture and save 
them in the Micro SD card or onto the TUYA smart home 
app cloud to protect your home every day. If CCTV cameras 
& sensors are connected to the system, an alarm trigger can 
activate recording to the MicroSD card.

4 WIRE SYSTEM
Easy to install and reliable 4 wire system. CAT5e up to 50m.

DOOR RELEASE FUNCTION
Flexible door release options. 12VDC output, N/O or N/C 
contacts.

CCTV CAMERA AND SENSOR CONNECTION
Connect max 2 CCTV cameras which can trigger recording 
if MicroSD card is fitted.* CCTV cameras must be AHD or 
CVBS.


